
Sonic Vocabularies

NOTE—As sonic vocabularies change and shift, so do our 
notions of the continua from silence to sound to noise to 
music. The impact of digital technology on these constantly 
sliding cultural tectonic-plates has been profound, and while 
I would prefer to devote an entire volume to only this topic, 
I am making a concession to space-time constraints by 
addressing only three major vocabular shifts, and beg the 

reader’s patience while the larger volume materializes.

Digital Artifacts, Auto Tune

I use the term glitch to invoke multiple vocabularies 
that incorporate audio artifacts. The term, 
inexact and evanescent, can suggest a broad set 
of disciplines, practices, and techniques, including 
circuit bending, low-fidelity sampling, production 
with early discontinued digital equipment, ancient 
analog instruments, and toys; hacking or intentionally 
making hardware or software malfunction (as when 
an audio CD ‘skips’, producing a rapid stuttering of 
the source), hijacking the audio capability of video 
games for creative purposes (audio machinima). 

One artifact-infused technology that has recently 
made an impact in popular sonic vocabularies is Auto 
Tune. Auto Tune is a technology used to correct a 
vocalist’s pitch in real time, resulting in a slight pitch-
glide along with a synthesized timbral shift in the 
voice, giving it a robotic quality. It is the trademark 
sound of recording artist T-Pain, and is associated 
with the iPhone App I Am T-Pain by Smule, a hand-
held version of the tool [12].

Microsampling, Variable Sampling, Within 
the Context of Microsound

Of the superabundance of digital effects and signal 
processing technologies developed in recent years, 
only a handful appear to have transitioned from 
cosmetic ‘effect’ to sustainable, rich, and deep source 
of new vocabularies. One technique that does is 
variable sampling—varying of the length of a digital 
sample either manually, or via software-controlled 
triggering, while the sample is being played. The 
result is most striking when the sample approaches 
lengths of under one second, as any unpitched 

percussive noise or sound will be perceived as a 
sustained pitch when the number of iterations of 
that sound exceed 28 per second, the sonic analog 
of the visual phenomenon of ‘persistence of vision’, 
where 24 images per second are also perceived as 
unbroken motion.

This sustained pitch will continue to rise as the 
sample length is reduced, producing a multiple-
octave continuous pitch glide, until the sound 
is inaudible. Along the way, the timbre changes 
drastically, and if the starting point of the sample 
is also editable, more possibilities occur due to 
changes in the envelope (attack-sustain-decay-
release characteristics) of the sample. 

Fallen Angels (1993) [13], the author’s sound essay 
in micro/variable sampling explores this technique 
using the Roland S-10 digital sampling keyboard. The 
work is part homage to the process minimalism of 
Steve Reich [14] and part celebration of the principles 

of microsound, the foundation vocabulary for digital 
sound eloquently articulated by Curtis Roads in his 
landmark text [15]. Fallen Angels was dedicated to 
the public domain in 2008 as part of the BAD MIND 
TIME™ Digital Symphonies archive [16].

Autechre’s Ganz Graf (2002) [17] creates a coherent 
musical statement out of a variety of synthesis and 
signal-processing techniques, using the signature 
timbre-shifts of microsampling as an expressive 
device. The video by Alex Rutterford painstakingly 
synchs the audio to an abstract, computer-
generated 3D animation of an abstract (metallic? 
plastic?) object floating in space, constantly re-
configuring itself, and finally imploding, perhaps, 
under the weight of its own conceptuality. Because 
almost every musical nuance is illustrated by an 
accompanying change in the animated onbjects, 
the video creates the illusion that the imagery is 
generated by the music, or vice-versa. A tour-de-force 
in contemporary audio/visual vocabularies, Ganz 

Graf is among the few masterful digital works that 
has achieved popular as well as critical success.

Algorithmic Composition 

Computer music pioneer Herbert Brün had a very 
practical approach to algorithmic composition, 
the use of various programming techniques to 
generate electronic music: “Well, I do use pencil 
and paper as well as computers for composition. 
I have a structural idea in my mind that I do not 
know yet much about, and some continuities that 
I have not tested. Then I compose a program of 
that process and do not think much about music 
yet, but I do think a lot about composition. When I 
finish the composition and let it sound off for me, 
then I learn from it my aesthetics. It is not always so 
glibly done. Also, it very often is music that I don’t 
like or haven’t learned to like yet.” [18]



case study: 
mnotation™—
neo-stochastic
online music 
notation 
generatING
SOFTWARE

Working under the long shadows cast by Xenakis, 
Cage, and Ligeti, an artist may want to revisit, 
with a certain nostalgia perhaps, some of the 
major structural concepts of an earlier century 
and try them on like vintage clothing, to see how 
well they can be worn in an age of digital and 
commercial tech. This artist had such a desire, 
applying chance processes to the online generation 
of standard music notation. He wanted to create 
music notation-generating software that evoked 
the past—the still-relevant music of those august 
pioneers of stochastics, aleatory, and sound-mass. 

Originally created in Macromedia Director and 
the Lingo programming language and released as 
Web Symphony in 1999, the project was not quite 
practical for large ensembles. Reworked in Adobe 
Flash, it was re-released as mNotation™ [19], and 
while it is still unavailable for the iOS family of 
mobile devices (iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad), it is 
now much more practical, as the average orchestral 
musician is likely to at least own a laptop.

mNotation™ is a quintessential ‘new media’ work 
because it’s open-ended (‘for any ensemble, lasting 
any length of time’), and plays (i.e., mixes) well with 
others (additional visual or performance media, 
film, live digital media, dance, spoken word, theatre, 
performance art, and even certain other musical 
elements). mNotation™ is not a specific work, but an 
add-on, a plug-in, an extension to a performance.

Embodying the notion that music applications don’t 
need to produce every possible functional texture 
(ambience, rhythmic patterns, and soloistic events), 
mNotation™ works best to produce a modernist 
cloud of probable pitches and events. Because 
it does not even attempt to create long, slowly   
evolving sustained textures, or coherent, 

Performers for the premiere of mNotation™*, from left, Giovanni Garcia, horn; Brian Stanley, trumpet; Charles Caputo, trombone. 
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energetic rhythmic backgrounds,  it mixes 
well with those textures, added 
through extra software or 
instrumentation. 

T h e 
application is 

designed to give 
the user control over 

the frequency of notation 
events generated (density), the 

musical vocabulary (single pitches, patterns, 
idiomatic effects, etc.), and the general dynamic 

range (pianissimo to fortississimo), although he has no 

control over individual events. Current configuration provides 
an essentially equal distribution of probabalistic events 
generating any pitch over the given instrument’s 
range.

Institutions, music directors, curators, 
and juries for grants applications, 
festivals, performances, 
etc. really appreciate 
neat, complete, 
and defin-

itive 
w o r k , 

which mNota-
tion™ is not. In fact, 

it may be too ‘useful’ (as, 
for example, a practice tool for 

sight-reading) for scores incorporating 
the software to even be considered for their 

expressive or structural qualities, as bona fide con-
cert works. There are always dozens of reasons not 
to program a new work, much less an experimental 
one (“I took a look at your algorithm... it looks fun to play 
with—not sure if it’s capable of generating much of an ori-

entation reac-
tion or subsequent 

categorization response 
with resultant emotion cascade” 

in the words of one new music festival 
producer).

* The first performance of a work that incorporated mNota-
tion™ was Trio for Brass and Digital Film ‘IXION’ 
(2010) for the opening of the Living Room 
Theaters / Culture and Society Building on 
the FAU Main Campus, Boca Raton, 
Florida, November 16, 2010. 
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New and Emerging Textual Vocabularies
We live in a time where language—and 
not just the English language—is unstable, 
shifting, constantly incorporating new 
material from unlikely sources. Instability 
can come rather simply from the 
unreliability of transcription (mis-hearing, 
misspelling, misthumbing), and it can come 
from incorporating localized useages 

of any number of micro-cultures (delineated by 
age, gender, region,  economic level, and other 
points of commonality).  English has achieved a 
hybrid vigor and tensile strength from macaronic 
grafting of other languages for centuries, but it 
also benefits from machine error and imperfection 
(Babelfish, robotic mispronounciations in text-to-
speech features, instant performance of the text 
by a SitePal avatar [21]). Furthermore, English has 
endured decades of abuse from global corporate 
and commercial culture, and it continues to 

bounce back, enfolding myriad worlds of meaning 
for the word artist. We will briefly examine how 
the poetics of English have been extended by the 
macaronics of global corporate ‘culture’ and by flarf.

Flarf
Perhaps the most coherent, entertaining movement 
in digital media-influxed literature is flarf, a term 
attributed to one of its founding members, Gary 
Sullivan, who supplied the following definitions:



T T
Flarf: A quality of intentional or unintentional “flarfiness.” A kind of corrosive, cute, or cloying, awfulness. 
Wrong. Un-P.C. Out of control. “Not okay.”

Flarf (2): The work of a community of poets dedicated to exploration of “flarfiness.” Heavy usage of 
Google search results in the creation of poems, plays, etc., though not exclusively Google-based. Commu-
nity in the sense that one example leads to another’s reply-is, in some part, contingent upon community 
interaction of this sort. Poems created, revised, changed by others, incorporated, plagiarized, etc., in semi-
public.

Flarf (3) (verb): To bring out the inherent awfulness, etc., of some pre-existing text.

Flarfy: To be wrong, awkward, stumbling, semi-coherent, fucked-up, un-P.C. To take unexpected turns; to be 
jarring. Doing what one is “not supposed to do.”

On Sullivan’s definition, Joyelle McSweeney (The Constant Critic) writes:

This definition . . . brings out the multiple identities of Flarf. On the one hand, Flarf is an nth generation 
Dadaist method in which text is collected by some random technique and then arranged according to 
the poet’s eye or ear. Flarfists are reported to use Google and other search engines, spam, or word pro-
cessing features such as spell check and search-and-replace to arrive at first versions of their texts. Most 
critics seize on this aspect of Flarf in their analyses, but method, to me, seems only half the Flarf equation, 
and, anyway, I suspect many of the Flarfsters create texts without corporate tools, out of fluency in, rather 
than quotation of, the Ur-speak of techno-corporate culture.

—Joyelle McSweeney, reviewing Drew Gardner’s Petroleum Hat 
(Roof Books: 2005) for The Constant Critic

Mining the collective poetic consciousness of the internet may not result in Flarf, but it can be used as a 
starting point for attaining a delicate mix of cultural quotidia and verbal junk in a literary production. Much 
of the Flarf canon is preserved as live performance on YouTube[22]. Flarf persists amid almost rabid backlash 
from the academic community.

The languages of manufactured ‘cultures’
One of the most thoroughly annoying, yet deeply imagined, examinations of the language of global corporate 
‘culture’ with a post-YouTube auteur sensibility is Ryan Trecartin’s K-Corea INCK [23a], a breathtaking collage 
that combines cheesy video transitions, color palettes, and effects with a narrative populated by frenetic 
characters who simply are not up to the task of human interaction, deferring instead to ‘professionalism’ and 
well-worn but soul-less corporate maxims, proceeding at a nonstop, breakneck, sensory-overload-inducing 
pace as they look for logic in all the wrong places. 

Trecartin’s vocabulary can be ‘examplized’ by typical utterances of the protagonist NAK (for North America 
Korea), full of metaphoric/Photoshopic possibility (K-Corea INCK, pg.21, lines  21-28)[23b]. NAK reveals 
the many approaches she takes to rise to the top in the globalized corporate workplace. She claims she 
continually has too much on her plate, but sometimes takes things off because “I’m a Hobbyist, And It’s Just 
Fun for me to Try things Like THAT!”. Her interest is to “always Have a 7year Plan!”, and to continually find 
“Fixer/Upper Positions and Internships”, to develop their equity and “Flip Them at Auction!”. The response 
she receives from her cohorts (Iran@itzerland Korea, French adaptation Korea, Public Process Korea, 
Argentinian Korea, PostCanadian Retriever, and others) at the subsequent meeting is glowing, from “She’s 
a powerful woman”, to “Her PowerPoint had 20 slides”, to “She was Sexually Active at the age of What?”. 
Clearly, the ironic and linguistic implications of this sort of corporate-speak subversion is a rich ore to mine, 
and Trecartin is indeed developing an appreciation for the appropriation and maleability of a global kultur 
making its way into more private settings, as evidenced by more recent work, particularly Any Ever (2011).



Art bending with technology, technology 
bending with art, images exerting a gentle 
influence on text, environmental space (or 
something else) exerting a gentle influence on 
sound, exerting a gentle influence on image. 

Thinking of convergence in this way, in a subtler, 
more understated way, perhaps takes some of 
the pressure off us to create a monumental kind 
of convergence—but, and this is the interesting 
point, sometimes this subtle bending is all it 
takes to monumentally change our thinking, or 
to completely constellate, anew, some idea.
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There are many notions about 
convergence that evoke rather 
grand and lofty enterprise: 
the convergence of art and 
technology, the convergence of 
text and image, convergence 
of various disciplines or media 
forms. Very monumental ideas, 
and very intimidating for the one 
doing the converging—what kind 
of converging, and how much?  But 
if we go back to the little Latin quote, 
back to the idea of the bending reed, we 
suddenly have an image of something 
approachable as a task, something doable, 
reduced in scale. Bending-with. Exerting a 
gentle influence over something—if you 
start thinking about convergence this way 
— w h a t happens? 


